Becoming a Sponsor/Mentor
For Children at Schools That We Fund in Hangdewa, NE Nepal

contact@qlearningnepal.com/ +447973285296
www.qlearningnepal.com/volunteer/
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1. Sponsoring a Child / Perhaps Mentoring a Child as Well
As a Sponsor, we ask for £20 a month (often paid annually if you are not
UK based). If you kindly decide to sponsor a child at one of our schools, we
will send you photos and keep you informed of how the child is doing.
Sponsorship pays for everything that Q. Learning Nepal Trust CIO funds.

Sponsorship pays for your child’s:
-

uniform (made to measure and includes sports-wear) and text books;

-

contributes to teachers’ salaries, teaching and play equipment, resources and
materials, as well as bills for electricity, WiFi and clean water.

-

if your sponsored child needs glasses, they will be bought two pairs: one for home
and one for school.

-

the older girls have sanitary wear and soap given to them every month.
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About 25% of children have 100% bursaries: these are granted when the parents are unable
to contribute even the £5-£8 per month ie about 20% of costs that we normally ask for. In
2020/21 this need for bursaries has increased whilst many Dads who would normally work
in the Gulf States are unemployed. We do not have enough income to fund the schools
completely.
Our schools in Hangdewa will have about 237 children from May 2021, 17 teachers and 11
Class years from 4 to 15. Half our income comes from individuals like you who sponsor a
child.
If you wish, we would very much like you to also become a ‘Mentor’ to the child
and they will become what we call an ‘Ambassador’. However, if sponsorship is
what suits you, please go to ‘How to become a Sponsor’ on Page 10 and fill in the
admin that we need.

2. Mentor/Ambassador Relationship
We call you their ‘Mentor’ and they are your ‘Ambassador’.
Every Ambassador chosen is delighted to have the opportunity to join the growing group.
They feel very special and recognize it is a huge honour that comes with working well at
school. They want to tell their Mentors about life in the Himalayas and they want to learn
about life elsewhere. They are very curious.
At first, emails may seem prosaic and it is to be remembered that these are children who
are extremely unworldly and who have never written an email before. Moreover, in their
culture, it would be unusual for a girl or woman to speak in public. But very quickly, the
children start to open up and the relationship becomes very real. Some Mentors find there
are problems at home and help to reassure children - and the alarm bells can warn
teachers, making sure the children do not drop out. Other Mentors find their Ambassador
is worried about their future and what leaving the mountainside might be like. One
Mentor’s son even tutors their Ambassador in Maths! Others may never know how
important they have been in the child’s life – what we do know is that, in nearly all cases,
the child’s overall performance at school improves.

3. What Age? A Boy or a Girl?
You may choose to sponsor a girl or a boy. We try to keep the numbers about even and
many Mentors let us choose. This is one of the poorest regions of the poorest country in
Asia and, unfortunately, Nepali families can often only do without the help/labour of
some of their children and indeed rustle up money to educate them. Sons always come
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first and all the family’s hopes are on them: girls are usually treated as second class
citizens. One of our schools’ values is equality and so we have roughly equal numbers of
boy and girl students at the school and also of Ambassadors.
Children join the Montessori school about age 4. Sometimes, families move to Hangdewa
to allow their children to join the school. Then we may have older children joining at the
same time as younger siblings - and this means that children can be up to two years older
than the youngest in any class in the school. Children start to learn to speak, read and
write English immediately. Once they go to the Pathibhara School they have three years of
learning English and, although only 7ish, they can understand everything. By Class 3, they
can write pretty good emails and read the same books children would in this country.
We find that Mentors either want a child about the same as one of theirs or (especially if
their children are grown up) an older student who can communicate more fully. If the
child is below aged 9, they will send drawings, short letters and appreciate photos and
ideas for making things from you. Above aged 9, they will write, send photos and
drawings. We also find Ambassadors with similar interests where possible: we have a
footballer and a software engineer in the making, a Lego enthusiast and a budding
Mathematician teamed up with Mentors.

4. What do Mentors do?
As well as sponsoring the child, they write emails, send photos, and treat!
4.1 Emails: An exchange of emails both ways once every three months seems about right.
4.1.1 Older Ambassadors will be curious about what they may know is happening outside
in the world eg Covid, festivals such as Christmas, snow… and they will be happy to tell
you about life in the Himalayas for example foods they eat (very important), festivals and
“Dashain is one of the greatest festivals of our country celebrated by Hindus and
Buddhists. It falls in the month of September or October. Dashain is celebrated to
mark the victory of Goddess Durga over the devilish Mahissasur. Dashain is a 10
day long festival. The first day is Ghatasthapana, on this day people sow barley
seeds and corn which later grows into yellowish long leaves called Jamara. People
celebrate Dashain by worshipping the goddess Durga, wearing new
clothes, gathering with family and relatives, eating a delicious feast,
exchanging blessings and elders putting tika on our foreheads. This Dashain I
went to my maternal uncles house along with my family. I played with
my cousins. I received tika from my elders along with Jamara and
blessings. This year we celebrated Dashain very cautiously using all
the safety measure but we still had a lot of fun and played swing (lingay ping in
Nepali language) made by our villagers. This kind of swing is only played in this
festival.”
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family events. There are different ethnic groups, different religions and different languages
spoken in the village. Children are aware of their religion and tribal culture and will be
very proud of them. One Ambassador wrote about Dashain (their ‘Christmas’).

We asked the older Ambassadors what they wanted to know from their Mentors and they
said:

• About the daily foods eaten there
• Different castes of people living there.
• Famous places in your country.
• Main festivals celebrated there? And how?
• What are the major sports?
• Different crops cultivated there.
• The main occupation of people there.
• Which domestic animals do you keep at home? How do they treat them?
• Different kinds of fruits found there.
• What are the special animals and birds which are only found there and not in other
countries?
• What are the major ways of transportation?
• What are the things which are unique from other countries – or very special?
• What are the rules and regulations in your place?
• What are the major natural disasters that have happened there?
• What kind of education system do you have there?
• What is the main cultivation?
• Which religions do the people follow there?
• What is your hobby?
• What is the staple food there?
• What kind of climate do you have there?
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4.1.2 Younger children will be interested in stories such as your going sledging, having a
birthday party or putting up a Christmas tree.
4.2 Send photos: these children have never seen an escalator, swum in the sea or driven
on a motorway. We take so much for granted in our everyday lives. And photos bridge
that gap. Please do not censor a photo for appearing too lavish – but do censor for
modesty. Do not censor anything that is important or different culturally – the children
will not be used to Christianity, openly gay relationships, lots of presents at Christmas,
having a party in a restaurant, or holidaying by a pool but it is a reality off the
mountainside. Remember the everyday is not that for them – a photo of you with a sheep
or a fat English cow would amaze. Just as their house might surprise you, but not them.

4.3 Treat: we initially thought that Mentors might like to send something real when we
went out to visit Hangdewa. In 2020/21 visits have been impossible. In Hangdewa, people
do not give and receive ‘thoughtful’ presents. They bring fruit or vegetables growing
outside their doors. At weddings, they give money (and, interestingly, the bride and
groom give money back to guests) and at birthdays children give sweets to friends and
neighbours, who might give some chocolate or money to a child. So, now we pass on
money to Ambassadors at Dashain (their equivalent of Christmas) in October and
sometimes at birthdays too. When we started, the first few Mentors gave £25 and so now
that is what has become the norm - as it is easy for the school. We send the money on a
Mentor’s behalf, the Head Teacher gives it to the Ambassador and you receive a photo of
that – then the student writes to you. This is what one Ambassador said to his Mentor:
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“A big thank you for sending me a surprise
birthday gift. I did not know about it. In the
school assembly suddenly Manoj sir told me about
my birthday and I distributed sweets whilst
everyone was singing a happy birthday song. I
have never celebrated my birthday. I was really
surprised and I was extremely happy. Thank you
very much. I have no words how I thank you. My
joy knew no bounds when I received 3500 rupees
from Manoj sir and I am thinking to buy warm
clothes like a sweater, tracksuit, socks, jacket,
etc.”

5.

What are the Benefits of Being an Ambassador?

5.1 There is a growing group of children who are Ambassadors. Joining this group is
recognition of achievement of doing well not only in English but other subjects
too. Children often ask if they can be chosen and are delighted when they are:

“Thank you very much for your email. I am very happy to finally be chosen as an ambassador.
All of my classmates who are girls have already got their mentors and I was the last to remain
from my class. Today, I feel very proud and lucky that I got you as my mentor. A big thanks
for choosing me and becoming my mentor. Thank you also for sending me beautiful pictures.
It is very lovely to see you in the photos. I am hoping that one day I will meet you in person
too.”

5.2 The children have extra-curriculum club meetings in which they speak English.
They read English books and discuss them, often in smaller groups. They write to
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their Mentors and share the emails they receive back. This means they have extra
access to the computers when they practice their skills. They have a pact to speak
English at school and between each other…and to siblings too. This has led to a
culture of speaking English as the norm at school.

5.3 They have parties once a term. Here they have fun, a special meal, competitions
etc whilst, all the time, speaking English. Most children have never been to a party
focused on children before.

5.4 The children love learning about their Mentors’ worlds through emails – many
Mentors sent photos of their Christmas trees and the children were amazed at the
baubles and decorations and said how much they would like to see a real one.
They have also discovered where their Mentors live and what the countryside
looks like there – and how different it looks in Australia, California, New Zealand,
Staffordshire, Wales or London. They learn about young people going to
university, learning on-line or travelling. And of careers that both their male and
female Mentors do. How it is ok to be gay in the UK, just how bad the Covid virus
has affected other parts of the world and how important English, Maths and
computers are if you want to be a software engineer.
5.5 The Ambassadors have a safe outsider to whom they can admit fears or worries and
express pride too. Many admit that a particular subject is a problem. They may
hint at problems at home or explain their sorrow at not seeing their Dad at
Dashain because he was stuck working or unemployed in the Gulf. They are well
aware of being poor, low caste, and or female and the discrimination that goes
with that. They can also express their pride in their beautiful Himalayan village, in
being able to cook, and in helping in the fields. They make promises to work hard,
be responsible and be worthy of being an Ambassador.
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5.6 Many Ambassadors have received money at Dashain and some for their birthdays.

A letter written
immediately
from a boy who
wants to be a
professional
footballer and
who played in
flipflops

“Today, I am writing this letter from my heart to thank you for sending
3500 rupees to me. I am very grateful for your help and support. I am
going to buy many things such as books (related to programming),
copies, pen drive, headset, paintings etc. I express my heartfelt thanks
for all you did for me. Once again, thanks for your warm love and
remembrance and for the money. I really appreciate your help. Thank
you so much.”

An email
from a
boy
dreaming
of being a
software
engineer
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6. Safeguarding
Please be aware that Ambassadors will only be allowed to receive communications from you
via contact@qlearningnepal.com and all letters will be read for safeguarding reasons.
They are not permitted to have direct contact with you via social media, emails or voice
calls etc.
Should you visit us, and we would love you to do so, we will make sure you are accompanied
whilst at their school.

7. How to Become a Sponsor
7.1 Set up a Standing Order to Lloyds Bank for UK citizens or TransferWise if non-UK
For UK people: Please could you set up a standing order for £20 a month
Account name:

Q. Learning Nepal Trust CIO

Lloyds Bank sort code:

30-98-97

Account number:

20959163

For non-UK people: Please could you set up regular payments (monthly or annually) for
£20 a month – or equivalent
Account Name:

Q. Learning Nepal Trust CIO

TransferWise sort code:

23-14-70

Account number:

46519630

IBAN:

GB93 TRWI 2314 7046 5196 30

7.2 Complete the admin form attached on Page 12 and tell us about any preferences for a
boy or girl and age group – this helps us to introduce you to your Ambassador, claim UK
Gift Aid, if possible, and conform to GDPR
7.3 Return the form on Page 12 to lesley.warburton@qlearningnepal.com with any questions
you may have and some photos of you.
7.4 Receive a photo and some information about your sponsored child and regular
Newsletters.
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8. How to Become a Mentor as well as a Sponsor
Complete 7.1-4 as above
8.1Receive an email from, and reply (with photos) to, your Ambassador about every 3
months.
8.2 Send best wishes and some money for Dashain in October and possibly your
Ambassador’s birthday too.
8.3Give us any feedback on being a Mentor and recruit more Mentors
8.4Consider visiting your Ambassador: for more information on renting Kanchenjunga
Villa go to www.qlearningnepal.com/ and for volunteering at the schools go to
www.qlearningnepal.com/volunteer/
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Charity Gift Aid Declaration – multiple donation
PLUS Consent to communicate and process your personal data
Boost your donation by 25p of Gift Aid for every £1 you donate
Gift Aid is reclaimed by the charity from the tax you pay for the current tax year. Your address is
needed to identify you as a current UK taxpayer.
In order to Gift Aid your donation you must tick the box below:
X I want to Gift Aid my donation of £______________ and any donations I make in the future or
have made in the past 4 years to:
Name of Charity:

Q. Learning Nepal Trust CIO
www.qlearningnepal.com

I am a UK taxpayer and understand that if I pay less Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax than
the amount of Gift Aid claimed on all my donations in that tax year it is my responsibility to pay
any difference.

My Details:
Email address
________________________________________
Title ____________________ First name or initial(s) __________________________________
Surname _____________________________________________________________________
Full Home address _____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Postcode __________________________ Date ______________________________________
Legitimate interest and your consent to communicate with you and process your data:
Q.Learning Nepal Trust CIO is committed to protecting and respecting your privacy, and we’ll only
use your personal and contact information to administer your relationship with our Charity and
contact you about our events, sponsorship and fundraising. In addition, from time to time, we
would like to contact you about our Charity with content that may be of interest to you such as an
electronic newsletter or article. You may unsubscribe from these communications at any time. For
information on how to unsubscribe, as well as our privacy practices and commitment to protecting
and respecting your privacy, please review our Privacy Policy on our website
www.qlearningnepal.com
In order to provide you the aforementioned content, we need to store and process your personal
data. If you consent to us storing your personal data and contacting you for this purpose, please
tick the checkbox below.
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X I agree to allow Q.Learning Nepal Trust CIO to store and process my personal data and I
agree to receive other communications from Q.Learning Nepal Trust CIO
Please notify the charity if you:
• want to cancel this declaration
• change your name or home address
• no longer pay sufficient tax on your income and/or capital gains
If you pay Income Tax at the higher or additional rate and want to receive the additional tax relief
due to you, you must include all your Gift Aid donations on your Self-Assessment tax return or
ask HM Revenue and Customs to adjust your tax code.

Some of our Ambassadors saying Thank You.

2nd February 2021
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